In recent years adherents of the neutral mutation hypothesis have conducted a variety of statistical tests concerning the applicability of their theory to data of biochemical genetic polymorphism in natural populations. From the other side, the involvement of natural selection as a main evolutionary force responsible for the observed levels of polymorphism and heterozygosity have also been proposed in numerous field studies and theoretical considerations. However, none of these hypotheses completely and satisfactorily explains the collected data. We believe that one of the main causes of the discrepancy in theories is that the variability at each locus is considered independently in both of the abovementioned approaches. Yet, it was suggested long ago, and now there is an increasing amount of evidence indicating cooperation between different loci which can influence the variability at each of them. Thus we think that the use of models considering the genome as a suit of independent genes is a priori expected to decrease the efficacy of the approximation.
INTRODUCTION
The explanation of genetic polymorphism in natural populations is a controversial issue among proponents of the neutral theory of protein evolution as opposed to those who favour the selection hypothesis (for review, see Nei, 1984; Nevo et aL, 1984) . The neutral mutation hypothesis argues that the degree of heterozygosity (H) at steady state is proportional to the effective population size (N) and mutation rate per locus (u): H = 1-[1/(4Nu+1)] (Kimura and Crow, 1964 ). Yet the range of average heterozygosity per locus per individual among species which are numerically extremely different is surprisingly narrow, being 005-0-18 for the overwhelming majority of species and only exceptionally 000-026 (Nevo, 1978; Nevo et aL, 1984) . To cite Lewontin (1974, p. 208) : "Since there is no reason to suppose that mutation rate has been specially adjusted in evolution to be reciprocal of population size for higher organisms, we are required to believe that higher organisms including man, mouse, Drosophila and the horseshoe crab all have population sizes within a factor of 4 of each other". Existing electrophoretic evidence indicates that the heterozygosity of numerous investigated species are below the lowest theoretically expected level as derived from neutral theory models (Nei and Graur, 1984; Nevo, 1983a) . Fig. 1 , extracted from Soule's (1976) and Nei and Graur's (1984) reviews show that even for u values of i07 and i0, the observed heterozygosity pattern for equilibrium populations of various animal species, markedly deviates from the neutralist model. Although in numerous and diverse animal species the heterozygosity level and the effective population size are highly correlated and this accounts for about half (r = 0.49, Soule, 1976 or r2 = 043, Nei and Graur, 1984) of the variation of H, the slope of the observed regression line is strongly and significantly lower than expected ( fig. 1 ).
The mean observed heterozygosites (H) are very similar for extremely different human populations (Nei and Roychoudhury, 1974; Altukhov et aL, 1981a) . Using the above-mentioned formula one can calculate the expected H in some human populations. Neel (1980) estimated that in interactions between them. In the present paper, we will attempt to demonstrate the existence of such interdependence between different loci (characters) and its limiting influence on the population heterozygosity level. We will consider associations between loci (and characters) whose chromosome linkage is unknown. DATA 
AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 1 Expected (curves) and observed (points and shaded field) heterozygosites (H) in various animal populations differing in population size (N). The shaded field is from Soule's (1976) data; the points are from Nei and Graur's (1984) data. The first curve corresponds to the stepwise mutation model, assuming that the mutation rate is lO locus/generation. The second curve represents the same model with a mutation rate of 1O locus/generation.
American Indian populations, mutations resulting in electrophoretic variants of a series of 28 blood proteins occur at a rate of 1.6x105/locus/ generation). Using a different approach for a Moscovite population, Altukhov (1980) obtained a similar value for the average mutation rate (6 x l0/locus/generation). If we accept Nei and Graur's (1984) approach, that effective population size is not the size for a local population but for the entire species, then the heterozygosity level in Homo sapiens should be very near to 1, i.e., much higher than the H values obtained for any of the three major human races (0.099-0.168) for different sets of enzymatic loci (Nei and Roychoudhury, 1974; Ryman et a!., 1983) . Thus the degree of heterozygosity and polymorphism in a natural population is significantly lower than that predicted by the neutral theory. Since heterozygous individuals are usually deemed more fit than homozygous ones, the heterozygosity level in the population should be higher than expected from the neutralistic model, It follows, then, that the observed heterozygosity is even less satisfactorily explained by a concept of heterozygote superiority. The discrepancy between the predicted and the observed heterozygosity in natural populations is usually explained on the basis of the "recent bottleneck" hypothesis (Nei eta!., 1975; Nei, 1984) . This explanation seems to us very tenuous, and at least for several species it is entirely groundless (Soulé, 1976) .
At the same time, in the cited studies, the variability of each locus was considered to be independent of other loci, thus not accounting for possible 1. Relationship between different sets of characters and heterozygote superiority Table 1 provides data on the relationship between heterozygosities at various biochemical loci and the variability of morphological and several other (non-biochemical) characters among such disparate life forms as plants, invertebrates and vertebrates, including humans. Although for some species a relationship was not found (we know of two such examples-see Hanford, 1980; McAndrew eta!., 1982) , for the majority of species and variables it was consistently demonstrated that an increase in the heterozygosity level leads to a decrease in the morphological variability. This is true, for instance, for such regular quantitative traits as height and weight, as well as for various estimates of fluctuating asymmetry (the level of the relationship in such cases can reach r = -0.961). One can see additionally that compared with homozygotes, heterozygous individuals were characterised by a higher rate of growth and survival and a more economical rate of oxygen consumption (table 1) . These findings were applicable both at the individual and the population levels. In our study (Livshits and Kobyliansky, 1984) based on 250 young men sampled from a single population, we investigated the dependence of the variability of 48 anthropometric features on the degree of heterozygosity at four blood group loci. Of the traits studied, 19 showed a certain relationship, while six were independent. We found that the frequency of modal individuals (average± 0'67 S.D.) was highest in the group heterozygous at four loci, diminishing proportionately with decreasing heterozygosity levels (table 2). The degree of heterozygosity was also significantly inversely correlated with the coefficient of variation of the morphological characters albeit positively associated with the kurtosis values.
Multivariate analysis confirmed the results and showed that in multidimensional space heterozygotes tend to group near the center of a combined distribution of several independent traits (Koby- When the heterozygous and homozygous groups were considered separately, the former again showed an average D2 that was smaller than in the latter (D2= 1'O7vs. 119).
(c) The integration index of the correlation matrix (Cheverud et a!., 1983) , representing the generalised measure of the strength of correlations among all studied characters, was higher in heterozygotes-074 vs. 063. These findings concur also with our analysis of the relationship between morphology and dermatoglyphic patterns ( What are the possible reasons for such an However, when heterozygous and homozygous individuals (for a few loci) from a single panmictic population are compared, inbreeding is insufficient to explain the relationship. Better then to turn to Lerner's (1954) concept of developmental homeostasis and his suggestion that phenotypic variability is inversely correlated with the level of heterozygosity. Shapiro (1970) suggested that developmental paths represent the outcome of coadapted genetic systems which have evolved because they produce phenotypes selected over time. Polygenic systems may buffer the developmental process against environmental insults, whereas deleterious genes may reduce the buffering below a threshold level. This view is supported by analysis of individuals with congenital anomalies, like cleft palate and cleft lip, which have shown that there is an increase in fingerprint asymmetry not only in affected individuals but also in their relatives (Woolf and Gianas, 1976; 1977) . In agreement with these findings are the observations that persons with different genetic disorders (such as Down's syndrome and cleft palate) have significantly increased dental asymmetry (Sofaer, 1979; Barden, 1980 respectively. Ki is the sum of the RC of the ith pair of homologous fingers and QT is the total RC on both hands. The Shanon diversity is the information = -Pi In Pi, where Pi is the frequency of loops (or whorls or arches) on the 10 fingers of each individual. URC and RRC are ulnar and radial ridge counts, respectively, on digit 1 (Dl) and digit 4 (D4) * Statistically significant difference (p <0.05) mental stability is supported also by findings on non-human organisms (e.g., Leary etaL, 1984 , have noted that in fish deformed individuals were more asymmetric at five independent bilateral characters). Ledig et al. (1983) suggested that the established negative correlation between heterozygosity at some loci and variability at others may be explained by the fact that the measured heterozygosity is simply a reflection of the general heterozygosity of the genome. Therefore, individuals homozygous for the sampled loci suffer from inbreeding depression. Mitton and Pierce (1980) simulated a correlation between the level of genomic heterozygosity of 100 polymorphic loci and that estimated from subsets of sampled loci. Their estimations seem to be rather insensitive to the heterozygosity of the whole data set and to the distribution of heterozygosity across loci. An algebraic approach to this issue by Chakraborty (1981) provided a similar analytical solution. This author has shown also that the correlation between sampled average heterozygosity and genomic average heterozygosity in a random individual decreases as the average heterozygosity in the population increases, although the absolute value of the correlation is largely dictated by the proportion of loci sampled from the genome. Thus the suggestions that the measured heterozygosity may merely reflect generalised genomic heterozygosity, and that the sampled highly homozygous genotypes represent more inbred individuals, are tenuous. Soulé (1982) proposed a hypothesis that could explain some aspects of Lerner's developmental homeostasis in terms of the random events that occur during growth and development. On the basis of Lande's (1977) analysis, which compared homologous structures differing in the number of similar components and proved that variation of the character is negatively dependent on the number of components involved, Soulé (1982, p. 762) argued that "homozygotes should occur with greater frequency in the tails of phenotypic distributions, while heterozygotes should occur near the mean with increasing frequency". The corollary of this theory is that variability increases and buffering of homozygote ontogenesis decreases as a reaction to the accidental perturbations and insults that occur in the course of development.
If we accept that a breakdown in developmental homeostasis is a pathological expression of genetic characters, then we can expect an increased frequency of pathology in homozygotes and extreme phenotypic variants. Indeed, Ford and Bull (cited by Soulé and Cuzin-Roudy, 1982) had already in 1926 examined 7000 herring skeletons for vertebral fusions and found the incidence of these abnormalities to be much greater in fish with either low or high number of vertebrae. Comparison of data on congenital malformations in Japanese infants with the available information on Caucasian and Negro populations, has shown that the biological impact of congenital malformations is very similar for all populations (Ned, 1958) . Since more such children exhibit multiple major defects that would be expected on the basis of the individual frequencies of these defects, Neel concluded that a significant part of human congenital defects are segregants (phenodeviants) resulting from the existence and functioning of complex genetic homeostatic systems. A U-shaped mortality curve associated with birth weight and showing correlation of mortality with prematurity of infants was described by Terrenato et al. (1981a, b) and . A similar observation was made by Altukhov and co-workers (Altukhov, 1980; Botviniev et a!., 1980; Altukhov et a!., 1981b) . These investigators reported that morphologically average newborns and infants (by stature and weight) are characterised by a significantly low frequency of diverse diseases (e.g. pneumonia, congenital malformations). An additional finding of these investigators was that sick children (e.g., with pneumonia) display lower levels of average biochemical heterozygosity (loci PGM, ACPH, MNSs, Rh) per locus, and a higher frequency of rare antigen combinations as well as rare electrophoretic protein variants than do healthy children. The considered correlations clearly point to stabilising selection as the most suitable factor for controlling the levelof developmental homeostasis. Confirmation of this has been obtained both from empirical observations as well as from theoretical consideratios of the problem.
As an example, we note that in different human communities the progress made in health care has led to reduction of both the stabilising effect and the intensity of selection (Terrenato et a!., 1981 b; Terrenato, 1983) . Wright (1969) introduced an optimum selection model in order to examine situations in which an intermediate phenotypic value shows maximum fitness. According to this model the fitness decreases as the squared deviation of the phenotype from the optimum phenotype.
Recent mathematical analyses of the relationship between fitness and the multiple-locus genetic state of an individual have also shown that individual fitness should increase with heterozygosity. It was found both analytically (Smouse and Ledig, 1984) and by simulation methods (Turelli and Ginzburg, 1983 ) that when using a set of two and/or multipleallele loci both in the multiplicative overdominance model as well as in the additive overdominance model, the average fitness monotonically decreases with the number of homozygous loci, but increases with heterozygosity at stable multilocus polymorphisms.
2. Limits of heterozygote superiority Nevo (1983a, b; collected a vast amount of data on biochemical polymorphism and heterozygosity (H) in over 1100 plant and animal species and their dependence on various ecological, demographic and life history parameters. The parallel genetic patterns observed for many different species and the significant correlations between heterozygosity and polymorphism with some variables and their combinations, together with the findings on heterozygote advantages (partly presented in the first section of this review) all unequivocally suggest that selection is highly involved in genetic differentiation of populations and that random factors are unlikely to be prime movers of genetic differentiation in most species studied in the cited review (Nevo et a!., 1984) .
Nevertheless, as has already been noted, heterozygosity and also the level of polymorphism for enzymatic loci are clearly below the lowest levels predicted by the random events model or by the heterotic model ( fig. 1 ).
Presumably this is attributable to the fact that the heterozygosity is fairly well delimited and any increase in it is accompanied by the aforementioned heterotic effects. However, when these limits are exceeded there is a breakdown of developmental homeostasis and a general decrease in fitness. This hypothesis is illustrated in fig. 2 adapted from Vrijenhoek and Lerman (1982) . The horizontal axis represents individual heterozygosity, reaching an optimum "Op" in a panmicitic population. On the vertical axis, representing the degree of developmental homeostatis, the corresponding point in M (maximal level). From point Op, on the abscissa, heterozygosity can increase by means of interpopulation and interspecies hybridisation. The latter may lead to a general incompatibility between gene complexes coadapted within each population or species, resulting in a breakdown of developmental homeostasis. The numerous examples of sterility and multiple congenital anomalies of hybrids are well documented (Grant, 1963) . A strong disturbance of development can be related not only to chromosomal imbalance, but also to differences in one or several loci as was established in old classical studies on maize (Beadle, 1930; 1933) (Gowen, 1931 Obviously, these genes form an enormous genetic load, held in the population by a balance between selection and recurrent mutation. In each generation the divergence from the expected rate of mutation at a given locus will be reduced by the affection probability (Morton, 1982) :
where the outer brackets contain the so-called panmictic load, and the inner brackets-the inbred load, x is the probabilty of a particular environmental cause of affection, s and sh are the coefficients of selection against homozygotes and heterozygotes, respectively, and F is the coefficient of inbreeding. It is evident that as the functional importance of the locus-trait increases, the affection probability also increases, so that at some loci monomorphism can be expected and therefore, a priori, the heterozygosity and polymorphism levels must be lower than predicted from the neutral model.
Based on this reasoning and on observational data, Altukhov (1974 Altukhov ( , 1982 postulated the duality of the structural-functional organisation of the eucaryotic genome. This concept regards the polymoprhism of proteins as a relatively neutral variability related to the secondary adaptive properties of species, and sees the genetically monomorphic proteins as markers of functions so basic that variability normally is biologically intolerable. The differences between species, for polymorphic loci, are in principle similar to those between populations within species, i.e., they are differentiated by the frequency of the same allele or by particular alleles, specific only for them. At monomorphic loci the differences between species are qualitative, i.e., the species are discrete and are made unique by these characters as are different genotypes within species. Carson (1975) formulated a concept closely resembling the described hypotheses. He considered two systems of genetic variability-"open" and "closed"-the first representing polymorphic loci, which slightly influence individual fitness, while the second is stable, with only interspecific differences.
The expectation that polymorphism should be restricted to only part of the genome is in agreement with the principle of "polymorphism generating more polymorphism" which advocates that new mutations are more likely to occur at heterozygous that at homozygous loci (Ohno, 1970) . Indeed, a high correlation (r=0.7-0.9) was observed in some organisms between the frequency of new mutations and rare alleles on the one hand, and the "old" polymorphism level at a particular locus on the other (Koehn and Eanes, 1976; Altuk- hov et a!., 1983).
Moreover, the existing heterozygosity is perhaps also controlled by selection since, as stated by Vogel (1984, p. 410) , "heterozygotes have, as a rule, about 50 per cent of the normal enzyme activity", which "being sufficient under normal living conditions, might very often lead to a relative deficiency of a normal metabolite or to an unusual increase of an abnormal one, if the metabolic pathway is burdened by special external or internal conditins and influences".
Interlocus interaction and genetic diversity level in populations
The normal action and functioning of each organ, of physiological processes and the performance of anorganism as a whole, depend on harmonic cooperation between loci. In physico-chemical terms this means a conformity in the structure of the interacting gene products as well as in the concentration of these products. The majority of biochemical reactions in an organism, including all enzyme-catalysed processes, proceed through more than one step, so that the reaction kinetics do not depend only on initial reactants and final products. The final step depends on the slowest stage which can occur in any sequence of the general chain of reactions (the "rate controlling step"). Thus the optimal interaction is dictated by the qualitative and quantitative conformity between various non-allelic gene products.
The number of all possible combinations (without transpositions) formed from n alleles at m loci is N={(n+1)mnm]/2m, which means that there is a progressive increase in N, proportional to the number of alleles in the mth degree. Such genetic diversity, augmented by Mendelian segregation of non-linked loci, should mean that the creation of the internally co-adapted genome will occur more slowly with an increasing level of polymorphism. As is well known, inversions and some other chromosomal aberrations may be mechanisms preventing segregation and, thereby, decreasing genetic diversity in panmictic populations (Dobzhansky, 1970) . Lewontin et al. (1978) considered the conditions necessary for a stable equilibrium at multiallelic loci and showed statistically that heterosis alone is not a mechanism for maintaining many alleles at a locus. Rather they found that even when all heterozygotes are more fit than homozygotes, the proportion of fitness arrays that will lead to a stable equilibrium of six or seven alleles is vanishingly small. If this finding is at least approximately applicable to multilocus models, then we should expect an even fewer number of alleles per locus than is predicted by the monolocus model. Indeed, Turelli and Ginzburg (1983) , in their computrer simulation analysis of multilocus models, found that even for three unlinked diallelic loci with a polymorphism threshold of only about 05 per cent of the random initial conditions and matrices produced stable three-locus polymorphism.
The conclusion of this study, as well as of Lewontin et al.'s (1978) There are other observation evidences supporting our hypothesis of selection limiting genetic variability and heterozygote level in populations: (a) Molecular evidence The analysis of molecular structure and genetic variation of enzymes showed a significant correlation between enzyme polymorphism and sub-unit molecular weight in such varied species as Drosophila and Homo sapiens (Brown and Langley, 1979; Koehn and Eanes, 1979) .
Since mutations are errors introduced into the DNA or occurring at any stage of the cellular protein biosynthesis, one would assume that individual and populational heterozygosity is simply a function of the genome or of the protein values. However, this is not the case. Results of analysis of the variance of heterozygosity by gene and species showed significant effects due to both (Brown and Langley, 1979) . Moreover, these investigators have also found that the heterozygosity of a certain gene may be more dependent on other gene effects than on its derivative protein. Com have shown a strong negative correlation with monomeric proteins varying to a greater extent than dimers, and even more so when compared to trimers and tetramers (table 5) . Koehn and Eanes (1979) noted that the mean heterozygosity per locus for enzymes with virtually identical average sub-unit molecular weight, decreases with increasing structural complexity. These investigators also compared the variability among the following three enzyme groups: (1) all monomeric enzymes, (2) single-locus multimeric enzymes + multilocus multimeric enzymes which do not form hybrid molecules, and (3) multilocus multimeric enzymes that form interlocus hybrids. They found that the third group exhibits a very low percentage of polymorphic loci. Pierce and Mitton (1980) similarly found a very strong and significant negative correlation between H (and particularly P) and the total amount of nuclear DNA in various species of salamander. This finding is in line with Nevo's (1984) generalisation for numerous species, that genetic diversity (H and P) is higher in species with a smaller diploid chromosome number. Thus these data clearly indicate that where potential conditions exist for a high interlocus variability, the intralocus variability tends to be low. From the first four conclusions it would seem that a decrease in diversity is related to an increase in the morpho-physiological level of a taxon and this, in our opinion, reflects the level of complexity of an organism, whose functioning demands maximal harmony between its interacting parts. The first clause of the fifth conclusion is also in agreement with this. As for the large-numbered species, they should have a large Ne and therefore a high H and P. From Nevo's review, however, it is clear that higher intralocus heterozygosity is to be encountered in solitary or slow-moving species. It would thus seem that the spatial subdivision of a population must decrease genetic combination in it and thereby counteract the growth of interlocus genetic variability. However, the intralocus diversity in this case can increase.
As we have attempted to point out, the creation of multiple internally coadapted heterozygous genotypes acts against the maintenance and preservation of such complex genotypes during free recombination as a result of cross-fertilisation. We therefore suggest instead either a relative neutralisation of differences between alleles or the existence of specific mechanisms preventing a recombination in populations (species) with a high level of heterozygosity. Lande (1984) , for example, investigated by mathematical modeling the conditions of maintaining the genetic correlations between two polygenic characters. He concluded that, even when selection favours a hgh genetic correlation between the characters, with random mating and no linkage between loci influencing different traits, the genetic correlation between characters is likely to be small in magnitude. A genetic correlation of large magnitude can be maintained only if the loci influencing different characters are tightly linked, or if there is a high level of inbreeding in the population. Because in parthenogenetic species fertilisation does not occur, e.g. they produce genetically highly inbred offspring, one would expect them to display a high level of heterozygosity. Indeed, the evidence indicates that these populations commonly possess elevated levels of heterozygosity in comparison with cross-fertilised populations of the same species (Saura et aL, 1977; Lokki and Saura, 1980; Vrijenhoek and Lerman, 1982) . In general, parthenogenetic species exhibit a significantly higher heterozygosity level than do primary outcrossing (i.e., sexual) species (H=0.301 vs. 0069; p <001) (Nevo et a!., 1984) . The parthenogenetic species as a rule are polyploids, but even diploid parthenogenetic races have a higher H than do bisexuals. For example, in the insect population of Polydrosus molis, Lokki et aL (1976) 
